
www.telecomcloudservices.com    

To register please call +44 (0)20 7017 7483 or email registrations@iir-telecoms.com

50+ of the best known cloud experts 
from 5 continents you'll want to listen to... 

tHe One & Only clOuD cOMputinG event FOr telcO prOFessiOnAls

23-25 April 2012

scandic Hotel potsdamer platz, 

berlin, Germany

Host Operator

GoLd SpoNSoRS:

SILvER SpoNSoR:OFFiciAl Airline enDOrsinG AssOciAtiOns WitH tHe suppOrt OF 

enterprisestelecOM OperAtOrs

extenDeD clOuD ecOsysteM

ian McDonald, 

Head of Infrastructure &

Cloud, 

news international 

Mario Müller,

Group Vice President- IT

Infrastructure, 

bMW 

eriks Dobelis,

Chief Information Officer, 

Air baltic 

evangelos Kotsovinos,

International Vice President

– Cloud Computing, 

Morgan stanley 

roland schütz, 

Chief Information Officer, 

lufthansa cargo  

eduardo 

Mendez polo, 

Global Director of Cloud

Computing, 

telefonica Group 

Martin bishop, 

Global Head of Hosting

Services & Cloud, 

telstra international

John lincoln, 

Senior Vice President -

Enterprise Segment, 

Du

Karsten lereuth, 

CEO, 

bt Germany

Joe crawford, 

Global Director 

of IT Services, 

verizon 

Gandan Ghosh, 

Chief of Business

Solutions,

Aircel india

neil Osmond, 

CSO, 

telecom new Zealand

tariq Hamza 

Zainelabdin, 

CTO, 

sudatel sudan 

Juergen urbanski, 

Vice President of Global

Architecture (T-Systems), 

Deutsche telekom Group 

torsten boettjer, 

Global Head of 

Managed Communication

Services, 

swisscom

Our silver lininG FOr 2012

4 exciting new streams
taking you ‘up in the cloud’

SECURE
Cloud

� � ��ROBUST
Cloud

� �

� �MODEL
Cloud

�� � �ENTERPRISE
Cloud

enterprise
Keynotes
And dedicated

enterprise stream

Associations 
coming together
under the Cloud

Handset & 
key internet players

Revealing their 

Cloud plans

Analysts 
breakfast

briefing with the
savviest bunch!  

content
Owners

The revolution 
in the Cloud 

Game-
changing 

Operator Keynotes
25+ Leading 
case studies 

nGOs
Advocating for 

the Green Cloud

regulators 
ENISA and the European

regulation roadmap

Ashley benigno, 

Head of Brand, 

inQ Mobile

steve purser, 

Head of Technical

Competence Department, 

enisA

tom Dowdall, 

Green Electronics 

Campaign Director, 

Greenpeace international

secure 

Security and privacy for a 

sky with many Clouds 

rObust

Infrastructure and technical

requirements of moving to 

the Cloud 

MODel

The x factor when developing

an xaaS portfolio offer 

enterprise

The secrets for a successful

synergy with your enterprise

clients 

nGO
Devic
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AGency
GOv't

Free 
for Operators 
& enterprises 
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Our silver lining
We’re unique in the cloud 
confex world. Here’s why. 
The cloud market is growing at a rate of 30% annually and is expected to reach us$

140 billion by the end of 2012. Analysts globally predict that telecom operators will

soon be leading the enterprise-grade cloud market in light of the scale of their ICT

operations and their capacity to offer end-to-end SLAs for IaaS over secure

managed networks. Still, the market does present a number of challenges for

operators looking to move into the Cloud, including a highly fragmented market,

challenging regulatory environment, and a lack of penetration of underlying

technologies, such as broadband, in a number of countries.

iir’s telecoms cloud summit is the world’s only event exploring Cloud

Computing from a telecoms operator perspective. our internationally acclaimed

agenda follows the steps of operators trying to become full-fledged cloud

service providers while also delivering the best solutions for their enterprise

clients, from regulation to infrastructure. 

As a delegate you will profit from detailed case studies of deployed Cloud

services, examine the technical and organisational prerequisites as well as

potential external barriers to the successful deployment and adoption of Cloud

services. Last year’s Telecom Cloud Services World Summit gathered hundreds of

industry experts from around the world with a record 63% operator attendance! 

Now in its 3rd year, IIR’s Telecom Cloud Services World Summit 2012 is the

established and only meeting place for the who’s who of Telecom Cloud

computing. And this year, enterprises from around europe and the globe join

the event en masse, demonstrating the pivotal role of the telecom industry in

providing cloud services to a wide range of enterprises. 

We look forward to welcoming you in berlin for the most exciting cloud event

of the year! 

Georgios Kipouros

Senior Conference producer 

IIR Telecoms & Technology 

Sneaky peek at our Agenda... 

FACT FILE: 
The facts you 
need to know

Monday 23rd April 2012

pre conference Workshops Day

Tuesday 24th April 2012

Keynote plenary 
let there be light: the first steps towards the cloud 

A long-lasting cloud: the technical challenge   

The signature debate on the telecom

operators’ views of the x factor when

developing their xaas portfolio offer

Focusing on infrastructure and technical

requirements, this section examines pivotal

prerequisites for offering Cloud services 

Wednesday 25th April 2012

Keynote plenary 
the silver lining of the cloud: optimising cloud after your launch!

the customer is always right – enterprises and the cloud 

Covering security and privacy as well as the

lack of common standards, a thorough

exploration of all major challenges associated

with Cloud computing 

What is the most efficient approach for

marketing and offering cloud services to your

enterprise customers? From go to market

partnerships to pricing, uncover the secrets

to a successful  product launch 

� �MODEL
Cloud

�
reD streAM: 
clOuD MODel

�ROBUST
Cloud

� �
blue streAM: 
rObust clOuD 

SECURE
Cloud

� � �
purple streAM 
secure clOuD 

� � �ENTERPRISE
Cloud

silver streAM 
enterprise clOuD 

Join a community
of more than

1000 here 
Telecom 

Cloud Services

@IIRTMobile

#TelcoCloud

23rd April 2012 – pre-conference Workshops 

A series of interactive training-intensive workshops run by Hp, oracle and

Escaux that take operators from A to Z in developing a holistic business

strategy for deploying Cloud services. 

08:30       Registration & Welcome Refreshments 

Hp WOrKsHOp: MOnetiZe AnD secure  

cArrier GrADe clOuD services

09:00       Why are we here?   

09:15       becoming  a cloud  service broker         
10:15        Morning Refreshments 

10:45       Master your cloud services      
                 providing public cloud services and eventually combining them with on-premises legacy systems

presents significant new management and security challenges. This session will cover five key

critical capabilities needed to enable Service providers organization to improve their performance

while deploying the innovation  to offer public cloud services.

11:45       play to your cloud strengths  
                 Maximize your existing investments to the fullest extent and provide the best quality of experience

through a network-oriented cloud architecture to place yourself in the ideal position to offer a new

range of high-performance, carrier-grade cloud services to your enterprises and consumers. 

12:45       What Did We learn?
13:00       Lunch & Networking Break 

OrAcle WOrKsHOp: builDinG blOcKs 

FOr prOFitAble clOuD services 

14:00        competing in a cloud-enabled world – Where is the real

market opportunity?
                  Now, more than ever, consumers and enterprises are moving to the cloud and the ecosystem

services are growing every day.  How do service providers gain traction in the cloud marketplace and

evolve their businesses to drive innovation, cut cost, and fuel growth? How can service providers

gain solid position in the cloud ecosystem and ensure new business model don't pass them by? 

15:00       Designing to Win in cloud
                 Services providers are moving aggressively to evolve their IT Strategies to support the cloud

delivery model. This evolution requires service providers to evaluate existing methods and systems

to develop building blocks required to enable flexibility, scalability, and service creativity.

16:00        turning cloud services into revenue: 
                   Three Customer Approaches to profiting from the Cloud represents revenue growth opportunities for

service providers looking to take advantage of the new cloud economy.  Winning business models are

being deployed today. This session will cover three case studies:  verizon - Building cloud business in

multiple domains,   CoLT -Zero to Cloud in Five Months, expansion from Telecommunications into Cloud

Services  & Intuit's Business Model Evolution -- From Software to Services

17.00       Refreshments & Networking Break 

escAux WOrKsHOp: builD yOur 

OWn clOuD WitH uc services

17.30       the fairy-tale of One-size-Fits-All
                 How to address the challenge of operators to grow long term value in their networks, matching

efficiencies with a complex variation in customer demands.

18.15       the concept of standardized flexibility
                 How to bring industrial efficiency into your service creation and position yourself into a winning

position to conquer multiple market segments. 

19:00       How to efficiently create cross platform services (fixed

and mobile operator cloud, lAn, public cloud)
                 Illustration of Fixed Mobile Unification: imagine the telephony solution becomes fully mobile, with

single call control through the customer’s existing Ip-pABX and increasing the value of the

operator’s network. dream or reality?

19:30       End of pre-Conference Workshops 

To register please call +44 (0)20 7017 7483 or email registrations@iir-telecoms.com

 Over 
10,000 

visitors so far to 
the Cloud Series 

websites 

50+ 

visionary 
speakers including 

25 
telecom operator

speakers 

75% 
CxO, Board and 

Director level 
attendance

40 
exhibitors 

10 Vendors 
Thunderstorms

100s of 
valuable content 

sessions

25+ 
Press &

Media Partners

54% 
of attendees 

use Telecom Cloud 
Services to influence 

their purchasing 
decisions 

800 
attendees 
through our 

Cloud Series

72
countries 

across the world 
represented 
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our cloud Oracles An inspired event is founded
on inspired thought leaders. Here’s our 2012 Advisory Board.  

OperAtOrs sOlutiOn prOviDers AnAlysts/ AssOciAtiOns

Joe crawford, 

Executive Global Director,

IT Solutions Product

Management &

Development,

verizon

Moises navarro, 

Global Cloud Strategy and

Services Director,

telefonica Group 

sandor borbas, 

Cloud Computing Business

Development Manager, 

Dt Group  

Delfino canas,

Director Portfolio

Development, 

bt

Drissa Houatra, 

Senior Cloud Researcher, 

Orange Ft Group

yi-bing lin, 

Board of Directors

Member, 

chunghwa telecom

Kjell Martin Holen, 

Business Development

Manager, 

telenor norway 

Matthias tewordt, 

Senior Product Manager

of Enterprise Cloud

Services, 

swisscom

chong pow Min, General

Manager-Head of Fixes

Products/ Services,

Maxis Group

Jorge carapinha, 

Engineering Director, 

pt

shinya Kukita, 

Chief Manager Cloud

Computing, 

nec

Joe Weinman,

Worldwide Lead,

Communications,

Media, and

Entertainment Industry

Solutions, 

Hp 

nigel stephenson, 

Head of Cloud and

Managed Services

Marketing-EMEA, 

Juniper networks

stephanie perrin, 

Partner Cloud Lead,

Central Eastern 

Europe, 

Microsoft

camille Mendler,

Head of Enterprise

Verticals, 

informa tM

Jan Wiersma, 

International Director, 

Datacenterpulse

cW cheung, 

Consulting Director, 

Asia Pacific, 

Ovum 

christian Mueller-

Gorman,

Senior Consultant, 

iskander business

partner 

Enterprises 
at the Cloud  
by popular demand, the summit is 

now free to attend for all enterprises too – 

from Germany, europe and around the world! 

LET US SHOW YOU
AROUND BERLIN... 

OUR OFFICIAL CARRIER 

The presence of enterprises in the agenda will also be increased with leading

enterprises and organisations from around Europe presenting their views on how

Cloud has transformed their IT services while also addressing security, automation and

interoperability challenges. Some of the most senior enterprise Cloud experts from

the likes of Morgan stanley, news international, Air baltic, lufthansa and bMW will

be keynoting at the event, giving you insights from inside the world of Clouds. 

And for the first time the event will feature a dedicated Enterprise Stream exploring

the needs of enterprises and their synergy with Telecom Cloud providers! Telecom

operators will take the floor with their enterprise clients and present the results of

their Cloud solution innovations. 

With most of our delegates flying to Berlin from all around the world, we thought you’d appreciate a chance

to explore one of Europe’s most exciting capitals – and don’t worry about the cost, it’s on us! 

For the first time this year, all international delegates who register to attend the summit by 30 March 2012 will

receive a complimentary invitation for a three hour city walking tour of berlin in the evening of 24 April 2012.

Together with our partner, berlin’s Official tourist & convention bureau, we have tailored an 

exciting walk that takes in all the major sites of Berlin: starting with the potsdamer platz, 

Reichstag, Gendarmenmarkt, Nikolaiviertel, Berliner RathBerlin  Tourist Board aus, Berliner 

Fernsehturm, Berliner dom, Zeughaus, Staatsoper, Unter den Linden and finishing with the 

world-famous Brandenburger Tor! 

And this year, we’ll offer all delegates a lunch menu with the best delicacies of Berlin – 

look out for the‚ taste of berlin‘ sign in our Summit’s agenda!  

As our Summit has grown in size (and quality!) we are now pleased to

partner with one of the world’s leading airlines, Lufthansa! Lufthansa German

Airlines offers a comprehensive global route network linking major cities around

the world. As an airline partner, Lufthansa offers special prices to all delegates

reduced up to 15%. Apart from the discount, Lufthansa also offers special booking

conditions to all participants, visitors, exhibitors and invited guests as well as their travel

companions. When registering for the event you will receive the special booking code and

instructions to help you reduce

your costs for flying into

the Telecom Cloud! 

To register please call +44 (0)20 7017 7483 or email registrations@iir-telecoms.com
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'Food for Thought' 
25th April 2012, 08:15-08:45 

Another innovation for 2012, a dedicated analyst breakfast meeting that features

some of the savviest analysts from across the full  spectrum of Cloud Services. 

With most of the major consultants and analysts represented at the Telecom Cloud

Services Summit, we thought you'd appreciate an opportunity to ask them all the

right questions in a relaxed, informal atmosphere. our dedicated 'Food for Thought'

breakfast meeting brings together ovum, Informa Telecoms & Media Research,

Squire Sanders and I-B partner in exciting roundtables covering cloud security,

automation, legal issues, and go-to-market strategies. Each analyst will host a

roundtable of up to 10 people discussing one of the above key themes of the

Summit. Roundtables are available on a first come first served basis to delegates, so

reserve your seat early to avoid disappointment! 

so save the date and time
25th April 2012 - 08:15-08:45 and come prepared for tasty culinary creations

made in Berlin! 

sAve 

up tO 15%
 O

n

yO
ur FliGHt W

itH

luFtHAnsA! 

official Media partner

elevate your business 
strategy up in the clouds to... 

Hear from 25+ operators from 5 continents

Meet world-leading enterprises using the Cloud 

learn all about Cloud Services, from strategy to infrastructure 

network with hundreds of delegates from 50+ countries 

Focus on Enterprise-grade Clouds

partner with all the leading solution providers 

benchmark your company and reinforce your position 

Achieve a better profit from your Cloud offer 

FRESH

FRESH

Book by 
30th March

2012 for a free
sightseeingtour!

repOrteD by 25+ MeDiA pArtners
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To register please call +44 (0)20 7017 7483 or email registrations@iir-telecoms.com

blue streAM: rObust clOuD reD streAM: clOuD MODel

suMMit DAy One – tuesDAy 24tH April 2012

13.10 networking lunch – taste of berlin

19.00 –21:00 let us show you around – A complimentary walking tour of berlin for our international delegates

08:50       conference Welcome & networking in the sky 
               Georgios Kipouros, Senior Conference Producer, iir telecoms & technology 

08:55      chair’s Opening remarks 
               camille Mendler, Principal Analyst, itM 

let there be light: the first steps towards the cloud

09:00      Deutsche telekom developing the ideal cloud 
                •   How to maintain a global lead in Telecom Cloud: the dT Cloud growth business plan

                •   Looking back at the dT/T-Systems offer of cloud computing as dynamic services since 2004

                   •   How dT developed their private cloud services for enterprises and cloud services for large outsourcing projects

                  •   Cloud solutions for intelligent networks: the connected car, online healthcare solutions and smart power grids. 

               Juergen urbanski, Vice President of Global Architecture (T-Systems), Deutsche telekom Group 

09:25        pAnel: positioning telecom operators as leaders in the cloud computing ecosystem 
                •   Evaluating the recent advances and growth of Cloud Computing 

                •   Identifying the key drivers for cloud service adoption by end-users 

                •   What are the current needs of the enterprise market? 

                •   What are the major opportunities that Cloud Computing presents for telecom operators? 

                •   debating Cloud Computing as the foremost extension of an operators’ managed networking solutions 

                •   How can operators monetise at top speed the hype for Cloud Computing? 

                 •   Why targeting the substantial telco SEM customer base will provide a cost-effective cloud product launch 

                •   discussing the different business models when providing Cloud services 

                •   Working and developing partnerships with leading players in the IT industry 

               Karsten lereuth, CEO, bt Germany

                Joe crawford, Global Director of IT Services, verizon 

               ian McDonald, Head of Infrastructure & Cloud, news international 

               Mila Milenkovic, Head of B2B Partnerships, telekom srbija

               priya sawhney, Vice President and Head of Business Services Strategy, teliasonera 

               Senior Representative, Hp

10:10      Architecting and implementing cloud: Discussing world-leading cloud services,

architectural approach, implementation strategies and results
               brian Kracik, Senior Marketing Director, Oracle

10:35      Morning refreshments & Exhibition visit 

venDOrs tHunDerstOrM

An innovation exclusive to the agendas of IIR’s Telecom Cloud Summit: a storm of 

the most innovative, quirky and efficient solutions available for Cloud Computing!

11:35      enterprise KeynOte: bMW’s drive up to the clouds 
                •   presenting BMW Group's strategy for moving its IT to the Cloud

                •   BMW’s Cloud vision: having every solution available as a managed or out-tasked service 

                •   Why Cloud belongs in the domain of service businesses and why a switch from a product oriented

business should be gradual

                •   What is the real opportunity for telcos in delivering true enterprise-grade services? 

               Mario Müller, Group Vice President- IT Infrastructure, bMW Group 

12:00      Discussing and making the business case for private, public and hybrid 

cloud solutions
                •   debating the arguments for adoption of private cloud over public through a range of issues including 

                     -    Trust, Service level agreements (SLAs), Security Needs & Migration costs

                •   Exploring the solution of the hybrid cloud and its flexibility in controlling how much sensitive data is

managed in house 

               Martin Damhuis, Business Development Manager, Kpn international 

A long-lasting cloud: the technical challenge   

12:20      robust cloud but not from scratch: Optimising your infrastructure for offering

cloud services 
                •   How to leverage the network by selling network performance, security and end-to-end QoS

                •   What are the infrastructure requirements when developing cloud architectures for wireline and

wireless internet MpLS, optical transport 

                •   How to foster the technological ‘synergy’ between vendors and telecom cloud operators 

                •   optimise and automate the backend infrastructure with GRId 

                •   How to ensure the scalability of your network for seamless delivery of Cloud Services 

               Gandan Ghosh, Chief of Business Solutions, Aircel india

12:45       Journey to a profitable cloud  
                •   Network programmability as a cloud business enabler

                •   optimising your network for the Cloud 

                •   defining a cloud cost function

                •   Calculating Cloud Service Margin

               nigel stephenson, Head of Cloud and Managed Services Marketing-EMEA, Juniper networks

EN
TE
RP

RI
SE

EN
TE
RP

RI
SE

chair:  camille Mendler, Principal Analyst, itM

the signature debate on the telecom operators’ views 

of the x factor when developing their xaas portfolio offer 

14:15      pAnel: xaas: tailoring the right type of cloud computing service 
                •   presenting the different cloud models and evaluating their market potential

                •   Identifying the risks, revenue potential and value association with each scenario 

                •   Measuring and predicting RoI from the move towards an application model 

                •   Why IaaS has become the core service offered within telco cloud computing portfolios 

                •   discussing a roadmap of a scalable business model for cloud service delivery  

               sam barrett, Director Data Center & Cloud Coverage Practice, infonetics

               neil Osmond, CSO, telecom new Zealand

               tariq Hamza Zainelabdin, CTO, sudatel sudan 

               Jesper Frederiksen, General Manager, parallels european union & north Africa

15:00      Monetizing content in the cloud across all xaas models 
                •   Why business customers often fail to monetize their content

                •   How organizations can create real business from their existing content assets

                •   Content in the cloud - challenge or opportunity?

                •   Successful SaaS and paaS partnerships: best practice and business cases

               Gabriele viebach,CEO, eZ systems

15:25      exploring the role of Amazon Web services in the cloud ecosystem 
                •   Exploring the context of AWS broad service portfolio 

                •   discussing AWS's growth: bigger but still US-centric

                •   Evaluating AWS’s enterprise ambitions and requirements

                •   Is price the main differentiator when choosing a Cloud provider? 

                •   discussing quality of service has improved but SLAs remain weak

               laurent lachal, Principal Analyst, Ovum

15:50      Afternoon Refreshments & Exhibition visit 

16:30      Monetizing the cloud: exploring croatia telecom’s xaas approach  
                •   outlining the principles of Cloud in Croatia Telekom

                •   discussing the different models of the Cloud and their benchmarking according to Croatia Telekom 

                •   What is the idea business model for Cloud offering when going to the market? 

                •   Extending Cloud partnerships with other telcos to a variety of business models 

                 •   Why creating partnership ecosystems around key verticals is pivotal for future growth in the Cloud market 

               tomislav Kosanović, ICT Director, Hrvatski (croatia) telekom

16:50      communications-as-a-service (caas) and the love affair with telcos 
                •   Exploring the terms CaaS and UCaaS and their components 

                •   Evaluating standalone CaaS applications and their inclusion in telco cloud offers

                •   preparing for the proliferation of enterprise-grade CaaS application suites and multi-player synergies 

                •   Hosting pBX services, through multi-tenant Ip centrex model or hosting of Ip pBX platforms

               Jürg Wenger, Head of Biz Development, sunrise switzerland 

16:15      Making the most with the least: Financing the right portfolio cloud launch 
                •   How can you finance your Cloud launch if you don’t have the Capex for datacenter and/or Cloud

infrastructure build? 

                •   What are the options vendors offer for telcos looking to finance their cloud portfolios? 

                •   discussing the options of pay as you grow and shared risk reward 

                •   A look at Qtel’s Cloud launch financial strategy 

               Mansoor basha, Group Program Manager Cloud Services, Qtel international

17:35      swisscom leveraging cloud based collaboration services
                •   Exploring the latest trends in collaboration market

                •   The first steps in building an efficient Cloud Based Collaboration Service 

                 •   Why a reselling strategy with a leading supplier ensures long-termed log as a leader into a growth market

                •   Evaluating Swisscom's own roadmap in developing its cloud-based collaboration service

                •   What were the challenges and how were they dealt with? 

               torsten boettjer, Global Head of Managed Communication Services, swisscom

18:00      end of conference Day One followed by  Drinks reception – the sound Of berlin

� �MODEL
Cloud

�
chair: nigel stephenson, Head of Cloud and Managed Services 

Marketing-EMEA, Juniper networks

Focusing on infrastructure and technical requirements, this section examines pivotal

prerequisites for offering cloud services 

14:15      standard network access and the telco advantage
                •   Ease of access as a key aspect of cloud computing 

                •   Exploring network security requirements, with a focus on Ipsec and SSL 

                •   Accessing Cloud computing services over private Ip or layer-2 network 

                •   Why MpLS-based vpN or vpLS access will dominate the Cloud of the future

                •   Supporting QoS, security and high availability requirement

               nicolas Fischbach, Director, Network Strategy and Architecture, colt

14:40      Assessing the role of carrier ethernet in enabling cloud services 
                •   discussing the challenge of moving data centres, platforms and applications into the cloud

                •   How to develop low latency, secure services by transforming your CE architecture 

                •   How can Next Generation Ethernet Services meet enterprise customers managed service requirements? 

                •   Which are the network prerequisites when developing Cloud service

               Senior Representative, MeF 

15:05      researching cloud technology for Orange Ft Group 
                •   Exploring the dependability of clouds

                •   How to optimise your network to achieve energy-efficiency

                •   discussing the HpC clouds

                •   Securing the synergy between Cloud networks and low-latency

               Drissa Houatra, Senior Cloud Computing Researcher, Orange Ft Group 

15:30      building your own uc cloud in a flexible way
                •   To cloud or not to cloud: can you afford having one strategy for all customers and situations?

                •   Industrialize UC service creation, delivery and management across all customer segments (SoHo, SME,

corporate, public)

                •   Address the challenge of offering services across platforms, including the operator network, customer

LAN and in-the-cloud

                •   presenting Fixed Mobile Unification as an example of a successful strategy

               christophe Hendriks, Chief International Business Development Officer, escaux

15:50      Afternoon Refreshments & Exhibition visit 

16:30      pAnel: Handsets in the cloud: preparing and tailoring devices for the

challenge of the cloud
                •   What are the main challenges when developing a handset operating in the Cloud?

                •   In a future with the ‘Internet of Things’ in mind, what place to handset manufacturers hold?

                  •   Exploring the synergies between telecom operators and handset manufacturers when designing a Cloud offer 

                •   designing the next generation device : a Cloud of many 

               Ashley benigno, Head of Brand, inQ Mobile

               Senior Representative, Hp

17:05      Optimising your 'networks as a service' and the advantage of telecom

operators in the cloud
                •   Examining the paradigm shift in operator networks: from static provisioning to on-demand elasticity

and adaptability

                 •   Analysing today’s network technologies and potential solutions to fulfil new requirements driven by Clouds

                •   Building future cloud networking services for enterprises

                •   Exploring the potential of network virtualization as enabler of “Networks as a Service”

               Jorge carapinha, Senior Engineering Consultant, portugal telecom 

17:30      exploring telefonica Group’s transformation of  infrastructure for developing the

virtual Data centre
                •   How to leverage a global network of IT infrastructure for offering IaaS. 

                •   presenting Telefónica's virtual data Center offering integrated IT and communications

                •   How to achieve 99,95% monthly availability SLA end to end.

                •   deploying on demand computing, storage, networking, security and communications infrastructure and

define the internal cost center to be charged back

                •   Matching the different business models with your clients IT needs

               Moisés navarro Marín, Director, Strategy & Services, Global Cloud Services, telefónica Digital

18:00       end of conference Day One followed by  Drinks reception – the sound Of berlin

�ROBUST
Cloud
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To register please call +44 (0)20 7017 7483 or email registrations@iir-telecoms.com

silver streAM – enterprise clOuD purple streAM – secure clOuD 

suMMit DAy tWO – WeDnesDAy 25tH April 2012

13.20 networking lunch – taste of berlin
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08:15       FOOD FOr tHOuGHt –

the Analyst breakfast Meeting
                  With the savviest consultants and analysts represented at the Telecom Cloud Services Summit, we thought

you'd appreciate an opportunity to ask them all the right questions in a relaxed, informal atmosphere. Each

analyst will host a ‘Cloudstorm’ roundtable of up to 10 people discussing one of the key themes of the Summit.

Roundtables are available on a first come first served basis to delegates, so hurry to reserve your seat! 

                cloudstorm roundtables

                •   Cloud Service Strategies - Infonetics 

                •   IaaS Cloud and openStack - ovum 

                •   Cloud Security - ITM

                •   Mixing virtualization and outsourcing - Iskender Business partner 

                •   Compliance Issues Surrounding the Cloud - Squire Sanders & dempsey

09:00       Opening remarks from the chair

the sky is the limit: optimising cloud after your launch!

09:05      pAnel: A bumpy ride in a cloudy sky: overcoming the challenges after

launching a telecom cloud service
                •   dealing with the competition of the established IT players 

                •   Going beyond the barriers of data governance, privacy  and security 

                •   overcoming the difficulties of an early market entry in an early adopter stage market

                •   How to increase telecom operator visibility in the Cloud market

                •   placing telcos as credible solution providers in areas such as security, performance and SLAs

                •   Leveraging core assets in launching and marketing secure, high-availability access to cloud computing

services 

               Jaejoon shin, Head of Cloud Strategy, Kt

               Joe crawford, Global Director of IT Services, verizon 

               patrik sallner, Vice President, Professional Services, F-secure corporation 

               Gordon rawling, Senior Marketing Director- EMEA, Oracle communications 

09:50      Differentiating your telecom cloud product: the view of telefonica 
                •   What is an effective Cloud approach to customers?

                •   When the best technology is not enough

                •   How operators can build a strong IT practice based on the Cloud 

                •   How to capture the opportunity and differentiate your cloud offer after its launch

                •   Maximising your Cloud customer retention numbers 

                •   Why a Cloud Computing offer must be Customer centred, not Technology centred

                •   Building a global cloud based services strategy 

               eduardo Mendez polo, Global Director of Cloud Computing, telefonica Group 

10.15      sharing the next fruits of the cloud 
                •   360° on Telco Cloud Achievement

                •   What is missing in the harvest ?

                •   Business and Socioeconomic changes: 12 months impact and more to come

                •   driving the next coming Revenue stream: SoLaaS (Solution as a Service)

                xavier poisson Gouyou beauchamps, Vice President EMEA Cloud Computing, Hewlett packard

10.40       Morning refreshments & Exhibition visit 

venDOrs tHunDerstOrM

An innovation exclusive to the agendas of IIR’s Telecom Cloud Summit: a storm of the 

most innovative, quirky and efficient solutions available for Cloud Computing!

the customer is always right – enterprises and the cloud 

11.40      What can telcos do to help enterprises transition more easily to the cloud? 
                •   What are the steps for an enterprise in transitioning to the Cloud? 

                •   Can I trust the cloud? What about data at rest, location of data and data in transit?

                •   How do I embrace the consumerisation of IT in a hybrid environment?.

                •   developing a holistic strategy to help enterprises transition into the Cloud conceptually and technically  

              Martin bishop, Global Head of Hosting Services & Cloud, telstra international

12.05      enterprise KeynOte: 

Are we living in ‘the times’ of the cloud? 
               ian McDonald, Head of Infrastructure & Cloud, news international 

12.30      enterprise KeynOte: 

lufthansa moving the world’s cargo through the clouds 
               roland schütz, Chief Information Officer, lufthansa cargo  

12.55      enterprise KeynOte: A solid performance as a foundation for moving to

the cloud  
                •   What are the principal tools needed for managing performance when moving a big organisation like

Morgan Stanley in the Cloud? 

                •   Exploring the different options for boosting service levels

                •   Benchmarking Cloud Services performance in relation to legacy IT infrastructure

                •   A look at the indexes: how high-performing Cloud services impact business performance 

               evangelos Kotsovinos, International Vice President – Cloud Computing, Morgan stanley 

ENTERPRISE

ENTERPRISE
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chair: Ann laFrance, Global Co-Leader – IT & New Media, 

squire sanders & Dempsey   

covering security and privacy as well as the lack of common
standards and regulation, a thorough exploration of all major challenges associated
with cloud computing 

14:30       pAnel: evaluating the european sienA initiative and the eu approach to
regulating cloud computing 

                •   presenting the European Standardisation roadmap for clouds and GRId for e-Science and beyond 

                •   How to turn a data protection regime into a competitive advantage for developing cloud services

                •   Examining the impact of the European Interoperability Framework 

                •   Is a European regulatory approach really possible in a global cloud computing environment? 

                •   What about the experience of US Cloud providers with the patriot’s Act 

                presentation by Steve Purser, Head of Technical Competence Department, european network and
information security Agency followed by a discussion featuring 

               laurence Kubiak, Director of Global Regulation and Competition, bt
               Ann laFrance, Global Co-Leader – IT & New Media, squire sanders & Dempsey   

15:20       identifying and overcoming the key security risks associated with cloud computing 
                •   data is safer in your own vault: government/public agencies and bodies highlighting privacy related

concerns on Cloud computing 

                   •   Examining the security risks associated with data centres hosted in multiple locations across different countries

                •   Specific solutions for specific problems: 

                     -    data leakage upon up/download and between cloud services 

                     -    Insecure or ineffective deletion of data

                     -    Isolation failure

                     -    Malicious activities by insiders and/or other parties

                     -    Customer management interfaces 

                     -    data interception in transit 

                •   How to optimise your cooperation with solution providers in ensuring security in all Clouds – internal,

private, public and hybrid 

               Senior Representative, F-secure 

15:45      Afternoon Refreshments & Exhibition visit

16.15      the quest for a truly green and renewable cloud
                •   A look at the green credentials and potential of the ICT industry 

                •   To what extent is Cloud greener that legacy IT? 

                •   Greenpeace's own experience with the Cloud and the 'green' powering of a global network 

                •   Cloud computing and renewable energies: a partnership 

                •   A proposal from Greenpeace for making your Cloud offer green

               tom Dowdall, Green Electronics Campaigns Director, Greenpeace international

16.40      no clouds in sight: protecting cloud-hosted data and applications 
                •   presenting and evaluating existing privacy management policies 

                •   Identifying loop holes and areas of improvement in data protection 

                •   How to establish processes to minimise the risk of incidents affecting privacy and security 

                •   What is the best way forward in enforcing new data management policies ?

               sandor borbas, Senior Business Development Manager, Magyar telekom 

17.05      A lawyer for my cloud: the most common legal issues associated with 
cloud computing 

                •   developing a thorough Risk Analysis when considering launching a Cloud service 

                •   What is the bargaining power of each player? 

                •   Exploring the attitude of regulator and of the customer base

                •   Approach practical legal matters focusing on Security considerations

                •   What are the contractual considerations and where's the crossover with outsourcing?

               Ann laFrance, Global Co-Leader – IT & New Media, squire sanders & Dempsey

17.30      the safest cloud of the skies: cloud computing and the us Government
Department of Defence 

                •   Crossing the last frontier for Cloud providers: government and security agencies 

                •   Looking at Cloud through the eyes of the US Government 

                •   Setting up the Cloud Computing process and security operation for the US department of defence 

                •   The importance of security assessment and authorization when offering a cloud services 

                •   Examining  case studies and real application scenarios of Cloud in department of defence 

               Antonio Mauro, Interdepartmental Research Center in Security and Risk, university of Modena

18.00      end of summit  

N
G
O

chair: Senior Representative, Hp

What is the most efficient approach for marketing and

offering cloud services to your enterprise customers? From go to market

partnerships to pricing, uncover the secrets to a successful synergy with enterprises 

14:30      pAnel: Mobile cloud computing as the right solution for enterprises 
                •   Evaluating the advantages of using  Mobile Cloud as part of an enterprise Cloud offer 

                •   Identifying the pitfalls in mobile cloud computing including security, liability, data integrity and device

management 

                •   Making your way around the world of oS 

                •   What are the needs of enterprises when considering mobile Cloud? 

                •   How to develop the right market strategies for selling mobile cloud computing to enterprises 

                Monika binder, Global Vertical Expert Telecommunications, eZ systems

               Gareth Williams, Senior Consultant, Analysys Mason

               carlos Moura, Head of IT Infrastructure & Cloud Services, portugal telecom 

15:20       Know, target, Deliver: A roadmap for increasing Arpu and decreasing churn

through offering cloud services 
                •   How to plan for future opportunities in the cloud 

                •   Learn how to reach SMBs with the cloud services they want

                •   Secure access to a broad ecosystem of partners to offer the right set of services at the right price and to

the right customer

                •   Make it easy to manage, bundle, sell, resell, and consume your services

               Jesper Frederiksen, General Manager, parallels european union & north Africa

15:45      Afternoon Refreshments & Exhibition visit 

16.15      telecom cloud and the utility pricing model 
                •   Why Cloud services need a different approach to pricing than traditional telco service costing 

                •   Evaluating the different options, from usage-based pricing to minimum usage commitments and a

pricing model with upfront charge

                •   Evaluating pricing by using the provider’s portal to generate the cost for a specific configuration 

                •   The importance of retaining zero setup charges with account set up and avoiding fixed terms to services

                •   Leveraging the prevailing cloud computing pricing models 

               eriks Dobelis, Chief Information Officer, Air baltic 

16.40      the best salesman for the best product: selling the buzz of the cloud
                •   Understanding your target market when launching cloud services

                •   developing ‘spot-on’ segmentation strategies when communicating your cloud offer

                •   Which are the CRM tools that would maximise customer retention for your enterprises? 

                •   How to create a cross-sell between cloud computing and vAS Services

                •   Securing an effective trouble-shooting approach for your sales teams 

               John lincoln, Senior Vice President - Enterprise Segment, Du

17.05      telecom new Zealand's client-led approach to cloud
                •   providing differentiated client value propositions through Gen-i, the largest ICT services provider in NZ

                •   developing propositions and services to efficiently and economically meet the needs of both enterprise

& SME markets

                •   Taking a consultative approach to client on boarding of hybrid cloud solutions through the 'pathway to

the Cloud' methodology

                •   discussing the value of network integration in hosted ICT Services 

               neil Osmond, CSO, telecom new Zealand

17.30      Achieving an agile business through ict services aggregation
                •   Why and how enterprises can become more agile against lean and innovative competitors

                 •   What does the Consumerization of IT mean in terms of opportunities in the Enterprise market for Telcos? 

                •   What Services aggregation is all about: automation, partnerships, and shooting on a moving target!

                •   How to fulfil the customer's, user's and supplier's demand for more transparency, and self-service

                •   The experience of KpN in building the service brokerage model for the enterprise market

               Maarten Kleyn, Programme Executive Cirrus, Kpn corporate

18.00      end of summit  
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MAIN
PLENARY

PARTNER
Central to the success of this event is the core focus on meeting and deal

making. Dedicated networking sessions from evening receptions,
workshops, masterclasses and working groups are at the core of the
conference’s programme for 2012. What is more, user-friendly meeting
and exhibition facilities with designated public networking areas ensure

ample opportunities to meet your peers. 

LEARN
As the established, world-leading event on Telecom Cloud, a high quality
conference programme is at the core of the learning experience to the

hundreds of attendees. Morning keynotes by globally recognized Telecom
Cloud leaders of Tier 1 operators are followed by more than 40 case studies
from around the world bringing together operators, vendors and enterprises

to cover the entire ecosystem of Telecom Cloud Computing.  

ELEVATE YOUR BUSINESS AT  T     

We offer a wide variety of standard sponsorship packages designed to meet

each of these objectives. These range from keynote Platinum sponsorship to

hospitality based packages and exhibition stands. 

For further details on sponsorship and exhibition opportunities, please contact 

Damon Thompson at dthompson@iir-telecoms.com +44 (0)20 7017 5002

Sponsorship and exhibiting provides your company with an

excellent way to:

4 Create, maintain and enhance your brand awareness

4 Elevate your profile in the eyes of telecom operators

4 Generate new leads

4 Foster relationships with current clients

4 Intellectually influence your industry peers

www.telecomcloudservices.com

Telecom Cloud

Services TV

Hear and watch interviews &
presentations by visionary industry
experts from across the region in the
exhibition hall. Raise your profile and
feature on our exclusive Cloud TV. 

To be added to our interview schedule
please contact Georgios Kipouros,
Senior Conference Producer,
gkipouros@iir-telecoms.com, 
+44 (0)20 7017 7985

4 Broadnet Norway

4 BT

4 Colt Telecommunications 

4 CYTA 

4 Etisalat

4 Du

4 GreenQloud 

4 Magyar Telekom 

4 Mid-Atlantic 
Broadband Cooperative 

4 Orange Labs 

4 PT Inovação 

4 Swisscom

4 Telecom Italia

4 Telefónica Móviles

4 Telefónica R&D Labs

4 Telenor 

4 TeliaSonera 

4 Verizon 

4 VozTelecom 

4 Orascom Telecom Tunisia

4 Orange FT Group

4 Saudi Telecom 

4 Turk Telecom 

4 Deutsche Telekom 

4 Portugal Telecom 

4 Telekom Srbija a.d 

4 Sunrise Communications AG 

4 A1 Telkom  Austria AG

4 Qtel

4 LATTELECOM

4 Cable & Wireless 

4 Digicel Pacific Ltd

4 Gamma Telecom Ltd

4 Turkcell, and many more.... 

Previous Operator Attendees include...

Pick up your free copies of industry
trade press and join us in the press zone
to meet with leading journalists to
maximise your PR opportunities. For
more information please contact 
Laura Brownlee, Marketing Manager

lbrownlee@iir-telecoms.com, 
+44 (0)20 7017 5888

Press & Media Zone

YOU

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Operators 

Vendors 

Consultants

ISPs/VOIP

Others

63% |
24% |
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3% |
1% |

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Europe 

Middle East

North America

Asia

Africa

80% |
7% |
8% |
3% |
2% |

GEOGRAPHICAL SPLIT

*Source Telecom Cloud Services 2011

AN INDUSTRY EXPERT
LIKE YOU ATTENDS
THE SUMMIT. 

US   WE’RE HERE FOR YOU 
If you want to join 50+ speakers at the Summit please contact

Georgios Kipouros, Senior Conference Producer 

gkipouros@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 7985

If you want to maximise your visibility at the Summit please contact 

Damon Thompson, Senior Business Development Manager

dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 5002 

Daniel Pitchford, New Business Development Manager 

dpitchford@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 70177 7115

If you are a  journalist, photographer or blogger please contact 

Laura Brownlee, Marketing Manager 

lbrownlee@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 5888

FREE
PASSE

S FOR

OPERA
TORS 

AND

ENTER
PRISE

S 

‘Learned how
cloud services are

developed in
other countries’

Cloud Manager, Verizon 
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www.telecomcloudservices.com

“This is THE community of

service providers and all of 

the major ones are here!”
Senior Service Creation Manager, HP 

MEET
Our online networking tool sets up the scene for meeting and interacting
with your peers from the moment you register until three months after the
event! Even on site during the event, it enables you to arrange those last
minute meetings – while the IIR Telecoms team on site are also happy to
facilitate introductions with your potential partners. Our linkedin group and

twitter communities are also constantly firing up the discussions on
Telecom Cloud while expanding with new experts every day of the year! 

ACCESS
The key to the Telecom Cloud Services market is that it is

accessible and attractive to all players across the Cloud Computing
value chain, from enterprises to infrastructure providers. Entry to all
elements of this event is FREE for Operators and Enterprises!  

   T  THE CLOUD SERVICES SUMMIT 

For securing a personalised, results-oriented 
professional environment exclusive to your clients, private 
meeting rooms are available for purchase. These meeting spaces,
located close to the main conference/exhibition area, are ideal for
hosting senior delegates to discuss in your own surroundings the
details of partnerships and agreements. In previous years these have
been highly requested and regularly sell out – so hurry up to reserve
your own! While having a private meeting room is a great compliment
to an exhibition booth, it can also be purchased separately. 

To book a private meeting room please contact 
Damon Thompson, dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, 
+44 (0)20 7017 5002

All refreshment and lunch breaks will be 
held within the exhibition area to maximise 
your exposure to the high level audience of 
Cloud operators and enterprises in attendance

To sponsor the networking drinks please contact
Damon Thompson, Business Development
Manager, dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, 
+44 (0)20 7017 5002

Delegate Networking Zone

 

  

 

 

  

 
  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

   

    

   

  

  

    

Private Meeting Rooms 

Pod Zone

Specifically designed for start up companies, these pods will 
enable you to promote, explain and display your products on the exhibition
floor. Book today to avoid disappointment. Limited pods available. For more
information please contact Damon Thompson, Business Development
Manager dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 5002
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GolD SPoNSorS:

HP delivers the largest and most complete portfolio of
products and solutions designed for today’s
competitive marketplace, including offerings designed
specifically for the needs of CSPs.

Through our Instant-On Enterprise initiative, we help
our customers achieve the embodiment of future
successful organisations—greater flexibility,

automation, security, insight and speed. 

Our world-class transformation capabilities deliver the tools and
solutions which enable CSPs to build, manage and deliver next-
generation cloud services. We build this convergence of cloud and
connectivity upon a foundation of industry-leading automation software
and field-proven hardware.

For more information on HP in the Communications, Media and
Entertainment industry: www.hp.com/go/cme

Only Oracle’s software and systems span the
communications industry technology landscape – from
carrier-grade servers, storage and IT infrastructure, to
mission-critical business and operational support
systems and service delivery platforms; from business
intelligence applications and retail point-of-sale
solutions to the Java platform running on more than
two billion mobile and handheld devices. Oracle helps
100 of the world’s top 100 service providers innovate
and exploit new business models, build strong,
profitable customer relationships, and streamline
operations.

For more information, visit www.oracle.com.

SIlVEr SPoNSor:

Juniper Networks was founded on a simple but
incredibly powerful vision for the future of the
network: "Connect everything. Empower everyone." 

Our customers include the top 130 global service providers and 96 of the
Global Fortune 100.
Cloud computing and the mobile Internet are two macro trends driving an
exponential increase in traffic volume. These trends will define the next
decade. Legacy approaches to networking are proving unsustainable. 

At Juniper Networks, we are architecting the new
network with our promise to transform the economics
and experience of networking for our customers. We offer
a high-performance network infrastructure built on
simplicity, security, openness, and scale. We are
innovating in ways that empower our customers, our
partners, and ultimately everyone in a connected world.
Find out more at www.juniper.net

Host Operator

ASSoCIATE SPoNSorS 

Build your own cloud(s) with UC-services ESCAUX
offers a flexible Service Creation Environment (SCE)
that allows operators and service providers to create,
deliver and maintain UC services in the most efficient
way. All customer segments (SoHo, SME, Corporate,

Public) are covered with one and the same SCE, containing the same building blocks and principles.

Services are created cross platform, linking in-the-cloud applications, local applications and telecom
service, according to the specific needs of each segment. The Unification of Fixed and Mobile
communication, delivered from the operator network, is only an example of how the ESCAUX
solution can help you to differentiate and add value to your cloud.

Contact us for an in-depth explanation of how ESCAUX can help you to boost your uniqueness!

Founded in 1999, eZ Systems is the creator of eZ Publish, the
award winning Open Source Web Content Management Platform,
run by more than 250,000 installations in over 160 countries. eZ
empowers digital business with a platform that not only enables
organizations to manage content across multiple sites in many

languages but also ensures that the information is delivered regardless of the channel.

The result – right content, right time, right experience. The core element of the product is based on the
open source paradigm enriched by enterprise services and completed by the eZ market offerings, resulting
into enterprise grade subscription offerings with high-quality assurance, software maintenance and support
services. eZ Systems is trusted by well-known brands worldwide across a wide range of industries. Its
customers include: CNBC, T-Mobile, France Telecom, Orange, BPCE, Clearchannel, Random House, EMI
Music, Lagardère Active, Financial Times, Wall Street Journal Asia, UBM, Oslo Stock Exchange, Harvard
University and MIT, United States Navy and French Ministry of Defense.

Parallels is a worldwide leader in hosting and cloud services
enablement and desktop virtualization. Parallels enables more
than 5,000 service providers to deliver cloud services to more

than 12 million SMBs in 125 countries. Founded in 1999, Parallels is a fast-growing company with
more than 800 employees in North America, Europe, and Asia. For more information, please visit
www.parallels.com/spp, follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/ParallelsCloud, Like us on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/ParallelsCloud and visit www.parallels.com.

For more information about Parallels please visit www.parallels.com

F-Secure – Protecting the Irreplaceable

We protect our customers’ irreplaceable digital
content and online interactions. Anytime, anywhere,
on any device.

F-Secure is the global leader in providing security as a service through operators. A proven partner
for revenue generation with an expanding portfolio of value-added services. Our Internet security
services are available through over 200 operators in more than 40 countries around the world and
trusted in millions of homes and businesses. We have 20 offices globally with over 900 employees.
F-Secure Corporation is listed on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd. since 1999.
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23rd-25th April 2012 - Scandic Berlin Potsdamer Platz 

Decide what you want to attend  Step 1 Easy ways to payStep 3

Five easy ways to registerStep 4

Work out the priceStep 2

Your details

4 Title Date Code

n Pre-conference Workshop Monday 23rd April 2012 I4S46 W

n Two Day Conference Tuesday 24th - Wednesday 25th April 2012 I4S46 C

n Full Event Monday 23rd-Wednesday 24th April 2012 I4S46 W/C

Please 
register me for:

Tick if registering
before 24/02/2012

Tick if registering between
25/02/2012-16/03/2012

Tick if registering
after 17/03/2012

Full Event n €2,394 + 19% Mwst = €2,848.86 n €2,494+ 19% Mwst = €2,967.86 n €2,594 + 19% Mwst  = €3,086.86

Two Day Summit n €1,695 + 19% Mwst = €2,017.05 n €1,795 +19% Mwst  = €2,136.05 n €1,895 + 19% Mwst  = €2,255.05

ENTERPRISES &
OPERATORS 

n FREE n FREE n FREE
Operator & Enterprise
Price (after 200 free places

have gone) *
n €999 + 19% MWST  = €1,118.81 n €1,099 +19% MWST  = €1,307.81 n €1,199 + 19% MWST  = €1,426.81

Mr/Mrs/Ms First Name Last Name Job Title Department

Delegate Name

To assist us with future correspondence, please supply the following details:

Head of Department

Booking Contact

SIGNIFICANT GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE!
Register a second delegate at 25% off the full price and a third delegate at 50% off the full price.
To claim your discounts please contact Patricia Jorge pjorge@iirltd.co.uk or call +44 (0)20 7017 4595 

• The conference fee includes 3 course lunch, refreshments and full conference documentation.
• The fee does not include travel expenses or hotel accommodation.

Your VIP Number

I4S46 W/C

Venue & Accommodation Details
Scandic Berlin Potsdamer Platz 
Gabriele-Tergit-Promenade 19
10963 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 700 779 0
Fax: +49 30 700 779 2211 
www.scandichotels.com/berlin

Delegates are responsible for the arrangement and payment of their own
accommodation and travel. You can, however, take advantage of the IIR discount at the
hotel by booking through the online link provided at 
www.telecomcloudservices.com/venue

Unable To Attend?
Nothing compares to being there – but you need not miss out.

Simply tick the box, send the form along with payment. You will be sent the URL and
Password within 4 weeks of the event being held.

n Online Docs @ €499 (excl VAT)
Fax the form to : +44(0) 20 7017 7825. We regret that we can only
accept payment by credit card.

Confirmation
Confirmation of your booking will only be sent when FULL PAYMENT is received. All
posted registrations must be accompanied by a cheque or credit card detail. Please
treat this form as our request for payment. If you would like to receive details of future
conferences via email then please fill in your email address:

Data Protection: The personal information shown on this form, and/or provided by
you, will be held on a database and may be shared with other companies in the Informa
Group in the UK and internationally. If you do not wish your details to be available to
companies in the Informa Group please contact the Database Manager at the above
address, Tel +44 (0)20 7017 7077, Fax +44 (0)20 7017 7828 or email:
integrity@iirltd.co.uk. Occasionally your details may be obtained from, or made
available to, external companies who wish to communicate with you offers related to
your business activities.

For address changes (or if you’d like to be removed from the database) please contact
the database manager at the above address, Tel +44 (0)20 7017 7828 or email:
integrity@iirltd.co.uk - quoting the reference number printed on the mailing label.

If you do not wish to receive these offers, please tick the box: n

What Happens If I Have to Cancel? confirm your CANCELLATION in writing before
9/4/2012 and receive a refund less a 10% + VAT service charge. Should you cancel
between this date and 16/4/2012 then you will receive a refund less a 50% + VAT
service charge. Regrettably, no refunds can be made for cancellations received less
than one week prior to the conference.

Additional Requirements: Please notify IIR at least one month before the conference
date if you have any additional requirements e.g.wheelchair access, large print etc.

n CHEQUE
         ................................... Enclosed is our cheque in favour of IIR Ltd.
         Please ensure that the Conference Code I4S46 W/C is ......................written on the 

back of the cheque

n     CREDIT CARD
         If you wish to pay by credit card please see invoice for details of how to pay. 

n     BANK TRANSFER Full bank transfer details will be sent with the invoice

Please photocopy this form for multiple bookings.

Company ................................................................Address: ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................Postcode: ............................................................................................Country: ................................................................

Tel: ........................................................................Fax: ........................................................................................Email: ................................................................................................................................

No. of employees on your site: 1) n 0-49    2) n 50-249    3) n 250-499    4) n 500-999    5) n 1000+ Nature of your company’s business: ..................................................................................................

To register please call +44 (0)20 7017 7483, email registrations@iir-telecoms.com or visit www.telecomcloudservices.com

Specifically designed for start up companies, these pods will enable
you to promote, explain and display your products on the exhibition
floor. Book today to avoid disappointment. Limited pods available. 
For more information please contact 
Damon Thompson, Business Development Manager
dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 5002

Pod Zone

www.telecomcloudservices.com/asia

8th-10th october 2012, Hong Kong 

Telecom Cloud Services Asia is the only dedicated event looking at Cloud

Computing from a telecom operator perspective, while also taking into account the

distinctive regional framework. With more than 30 operator and enterprise

presentations, attendees have a unique opportunity to learn from the experience

of Asian telecom operators that have already moved ‘into the Cloud’, from the

making of the business case to choosing and tailoring the right Cloud offer. 

As the leading and most established Telecom Cloud event in the region, industry

experts from more than 40 countries join us to discuss and provide solutions to the

pivotal concerns associated with Cloud from security, privacy and data protection

to overcoming end user adoption. The event presents ample structured

opportunities to network with over 200 operators, enterprises and industry

experts making it the ideal place to make Cloud business in Asia.   

For securing a personalised, results-oriented professional environment
exclusive to your clients, private meeting rooms - our Cloud Suites -  are
available for purchase. These meeting spaces, located close to the main
conference/ exhibition area, are ideal for hosting senior delegates to
discuss in your own surroundings the details of partnerships and
agreements. In previous years these have been highly requested and
regularly sell out – so hurry up to reserve your own! While having a
private meeting room is a great compliment to an exhibition booth, it
can also be purchased separately. 
To book a private meeting room please contact 
Damon Thompson, dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, 
+44 (0)20 7017 5002

Private Cloud Suites 

Monday 8 October 2012

Pre-conference workshop 

How to achieve your own Cloud transformation 

Agenda Preview 

All refreshment and lunch breaks will be held within the
exhibition area to maximise your exposure to the high level
audience of Cloud operators and enterprises in attendance.
To sponsor the networking drinks please contact 
Damon Thompson, Business Development Manager,
dthompson@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 5002

Delegate Networking Zone

They've been here before... 
Aircel ltd India l Banglalink Bangladesh l Banglalink Bangladesh l B-Mobile Communications Brunei l BT UK l Cable & Wireless HKG l

Chunghwa Telecom Taiwan l CTI HKBN HKG l Dialog Telekom Axiata Sri lanka l Hong Kong CSl lTD l HP l Hutchison Global

Communications ltd l Hutchison Global Communications ltd China l KT Korea l Maxis Malaysia l Microsoft l Miltinet Pakistan l Mobily

Saudi Arabia l Multinet PK Pakistan l NTT Com Asia ltd Japan l omantel oman l ovum Europe ltd l Packet one Networks  Malaysia l

PCCW HKG l PCCW ltd l PTCl Pakistan l Public telecommunications Co ltd BrAVo l reliance Communications India l SingTel Singapore

l SK Telecom Korea l SmarTone-Vodafone HKG l StarHub Singapore l STC Saudi Arabia l Taiwan Mobile l Tata Communications India l

Telecom New Zealand l Telkom Indonesia l Telstra International l Telstra Australia l Verizon HKG l VNPT Vietnam 
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INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN

WHO WILL YOU MEET?
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GEOGRAPHICAL SPLIT

Source: Telecoms Cloud
Services Asia 2011

Join our online community
Get LinkedIn with Telecom Cloud Services Summit 

Here the latest event and industry updates by joining us on twitter: 
www.twitter.com/iirtmobile 
Join the Telecom Cloud Services Summit group by visiting 
www.telecomcloudservices.com/linkedin

40+Cloud Visionaries from across Asia 

25+Operator Cloud leaders 

30+of the region's most dynamic markets represented 

200of the most experienced Cloud experts 

Meet all the major 
Asian Enterprises 

leading global growth in the Cloud 
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Tuesday 9 October 2012

Summit Day One

Opening Keynote Plenary: The Cloud over Asia

Track A: 

The Business Case for the Cloud

Track B: 

regulation, Security and Privacy 

Wednesday 10 October 2012

Summit Day Two

Stream A: 

Transforming Infrastructure for

the Cloud 

Stream B: 

Asian Enterprises and the

Telecom Cloud 

Pick up your free copies of industry trade press and join us in the press zone to meet with
leading journalists to maximise your PR opportunities. 
For more information please contact Laura Brownlee, Marketing Manager,
lbrownlee@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 5888

Press & Media Zone
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200of the most experienced Cloud experts 

Meet all the major Asian Enterprises leading global growth in the Cloud 
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Interested in speaking?
If you are interested in speaking at the Summit please
contact Georgios Kipouros, Senior Conference Producer,
gkipouros@iir-telecoms.com, +44 (0)20 7017 7985

*FREE OPERATORS AND ENTERPRISE passes are limited to three (3) per company 

PLEASE QUOTE YOUR VIP NUMBER WHEN REGISTERING
TELEPHONE: +44 (0)20 7017 7483
E-MAIL: registrations@iir-telecoms.com
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.telecomcloudservices.com
BY FAX: Complete and send this registration form to: 
+44 (0)20 7017 7825
BY POST: Complete and return the 
registration form together with payment to: 
IIR Ltd, Cyan House, 1 Canada Road, Byfleet, 
Surrey, KT14 7BF
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